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Game boards  

These game boards are part of the Wise Owl Factory product, SPRING’S A POPPING 

PUNCTUATION.  They may be used independently of the packet with any set of educational 

flashcards.  

Each player needs one moving piece such as a button.  

2 or 3 players begin at start.  To move, flip a penny:  heads, go ahead one; tails, go ahead 

two.  When a “draw a card” is reached, the player takes a card.  If the player correctly 

answers the card, he or she may go an additional space.  

For a quick game, use one die from a pair of dice.  

Flower game board:  use the same procedure, but when a player lands on a flower, he or she 

must read the sentence or answer the card drawn. 

These boards may be used with educational sets of cards such as sight words or even math 

flash cards.  











To edit these game cards: 

1. Type in the blue area. 

2. Save with a new name 

so there is a blank copy. 

3. If nothing is typed in the 

space, the printout will 

be white in that area 

(for handwritten cards).  
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